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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

1. Answer any four questions: 4x2:8

a) Express the polynomial x4 - 5x3 + 7x in terms of Chebyshev
polynomials.

b) Find whether the fbllowing function is spline or not?

r(y\ _{-xz -2x3, x E [-1,0]t \^) - | -x2 +2x3, r € [0, 1]
c) State the minimax principle of polynomial interpolation.
d) Compare Gaussian quadrature and Monte-Carlo method

integration.

e) Compare direct and iteration method to solve a system

equations.

Q What do you mean by single step and multi-step methods to solve an

ODE ?

2. Answer any four questions: 4x4=16

a) Analyze the stability of fourth order Runge-Kutta method for initial value
ODE.

b) Use least squares method to fit the line y = a + bx based on the sample

Q,D, (;,- ), f- i, -z) and(- i, - ) Estimate the total error.

c) Find the value of fi]rax by Gauss-Legendre four points quadrature

fbrmula. Also. calculate the absolute errors.

d)Using Milne's predictor-corrector fbrmula find y(0.a) for the following

NP X= x2 - y; y(o) = L with step length h:0.1.

e) Solve the heat equation * = # subject to the boundary conditions

u(0, r) = 0, u(1, t) = 2t and initial conditio n u(x,o) = ! y.
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f) Deduce 4-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula.

3. Answer any !E questions:

a) Describe power method fbr least eigenvalue. Find the largest eigenvalue

in magnitude and corresponding eigenvector of the matrix

/1 4 2\
a=t-z o 21" [J+sl\s z 1)

b) Describe the Crank-Necolson implicit method to solve the eguation: f =
azua;i suhiect to the boundary conditions u(0, c) = f1(t'),u(l,t) = fz(t)

and the initial conditions u(2,0) : S(x). [s+3]

c) (i) Discuss Milne's predictor-corrector fonnuia to find the solution of
Y'=f(xY),Y(xi=Yo.
(ii) Find the value of y(0.20) for the initiai value problem ! = y2 sinx,

y(0) = 1 with step length h = 0.25 using Milne's method. 13+51

d)Describe Lagrange's bivariate interpolation method. Hence find the value

of f (0.25,0.75) tiom the data /(0,0) = 1,f(1,0) =
1.732051,f (0,1) = 1.414214,f (7,7) = 2" 14+41
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